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Appendix 4.A
Benchmark Calculations

4.A.O Introduction
This Appendix contains the description of the benchmarking experiments and calculations that
supports the bumup credit methodology, and consists of extracts from the HI-STAR 100 SAR
[K.C] , with certain extensions and additions for the STC. References to the HI-ST AR and the
MPC-32 have been maintained in the text, since the results of the benchmarking calculations are
generally considered to be applicable to the STC and its basket (see Section 4.2).
Three different sets of benchmark calculations are performed to validate different aspects of the
overall methodology:
•

•

•

Isotopic Benchmarks: These validate the depletion calculations. A different approach is used
for the major actinides as opposed to the minor actinides and fission products (MAFPs):
o For major actinides a combined bias and bias uncertainty is determined, based on
criticality calculations in the basket. In the HI-STAR 100 this was performed for fuel
in the MPC-32. This analysis is re-performed here for fuel in the STC, although the
differences between the STC and the MPC-32 are minimal.
o For MAFPs, conservative isotopic correction factors are determined for each
validated isotope. These are applicable to both MPC-32 and STC.
Criticality Benchmarks
o HI-STAR 100 initially use critical experiments with fresh and MOX fuel that results
in a bias of -0.0004 with an uncertainty of 0.0083 (95/95). This is discussed in the
appropriate section of this appendix, but was only used for the initial scoping
calculation for this project.
o Since then, an expanded set of critical experiment has been analyzed [L.O], that
includes critical experiments with simulated actinide compositions of spent fuel. This
results in a bias of -0.0013 with an uncertainty 0.0086 (95/95), i.e. values that are
very similar to those used in the HI-STAR 100. Those values were used in all
calculation in the Tables in the main part of Chapter 4 of this report where a
maximum keff is reported.
CRCs
o Reactor criticals were used as additional justification for fission product credit. Those
are applicable to both HI-STAR 100 and STC. A bias and bias uncertainty is derived
from those. Some studies performed in the original calculations for the MPC-32 to
determine the reactivity effect of individual isotopes for comparison with the CRCs
were re-performed for the STC basket, and show the same trends as determined for
the MPC-32.

The calculations in the main part of this Chapter 4 were performed with larger number of
skipped and total cycles and checked for convergence of the neutron source distribution, while
the benchmarking calculations still use comparatively smaller numbers of skipped and total
cycles. To verify that this is acceptable, several studies were performed as follows:
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•

•

Major Actinide Isotopics: Nine out of the 82 cases were re-performed with 320 skipped
and 800 total cycles. The nine cases were selected to cover the bumup range, and to
include cases with high and low differences between measured and calculated isotopics.
The changes in the difference between measured and calculated isotopics are very small
(about 0.0004 delta-k) compared to the differences themselves (up to about 0.0300 deltak). Additionally, for 8 of the nine cases, the change in the difference is within the
statistical uncertainty of that change (at the 95/95 level). The increase of the number of
cycles has therefore a very small effect on the Actinide Isotopics Bias and Uncertainty,
and hence no changes to this bias and bias uncertainty is made.
Criticality Benchmarks: Nine out of the 243 cases were re-performed with 320 skipped
and 800 total cycles. The nine cases were selected to include cases with high and low
differences between measured and calculated ketr values. The differences between the
reference and updated keff values are well within the statistical uncertainty of the
difference (at the 95/95 level), and the average difference is very small (about 0.0002
delta-k). The increase of the number of cycles has therefore a very small effect on the
Criticality Benchmarks Bias and Uncertainty, and hence no changes to this bias and bias
uncertaint are made.
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4.A.1 Isotopic Benchmarks
Isotopic benchmark calculations are performed to validate the depletion analyses, i.e. the isotopic
composition calculated for the spent fuel. The benchmarks use chemical assays of spent fuel
which have been documented together with the operating conditions of the spent fuel. Depletion
calculations are performed using the documented operating conditions. The resulting isotopic
compositions are then compared to the compositions determined in the chemical assays. A total
of 90 calculations were performed for spent fuel samples from a total of 9 different plants. The
following is an overview of the important aspects of the isotopic benchmarks and their
applicability to the dry spent fuel casks.
•
•
•

All measured samples are taken from commercial reactor spent fuel assemblies, i.e. the
same general type of fuel assemblies to be placed in the HI-STAR system.
The range of the initial enrichment of the measured samples is 2.45 wt% to 4.65 wt%.
The range of bumup of the measured samples is 6.9 GWD/MTU to 54.5 GWD/MTU,
which covers practically the full range of bumup required for bumup credit in the MPC32.

Two different approaches are used to account for the differences between measured and
calcul.ated isotopic compositions. For the major actinides, i.e. all uranium and plutonium
isotopes, a reactivity bias is determined that is applied in the design basis calculations to the
results of the criticality calculations. For the minor actinides and fission products, a conservative
correction factor is determined for each of the isotopes considered, which is applied to the
amount of this isotope in the design basis calculation. Details about the benchmark cases, the
determination of the correction factors and the justification of the approach taken are discussed
in the following subsections.

4.A.1.1 Selected Benchmark Experiments
Nine sets of experiments were selected for the isotopic benchmark calculations. Each set is from
one single commercial nuclear plant, but contains analyses from several spent fuel assemblies.
The main characteristics of the sets of experiments, including the plant names, and bumup and
enrichment ranges, are listed in Table 4.A. l.
Sets 1 through 7 were also used for the isotopic benchmark calculations in [V.S]. Set 8 is a more
recently published evaluation of PWR spent fuel , with a significant number of samples taken
from fuel of bumups of 35 GWD/MTU or more. Set 9 extends the range of bumup and
enrichment even further.

4.A.1 .2Benchmark Calculations
For each of the 90 samples, a CASMO run is performed for the corresponding fuel assembly,
using the operational parameters specified in the references listed in Table 4.A.1 for each
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sample. Operational histories are modeled with the specified sequences of irradiation cycles and
cooling times. If various power densities are specified within one cycle, an average power
density is used.
Most samples are from individual fuel rods, and the bumup or power density of the individual
sample is specified in the references. The only exception are the 6 samples from set 4, where
large portions of the assembly were dissolved and analyzed. CASMO outputs the assembly
average and, on request, the pin-specific isotopic composition of the fuel , as well as the pin
specific bumup. For all pin-specific samples, the assembly bumup and power density was chosen
such that the pin bumup and power density in the calculation matches the condition in the
experiment, and the pin-specific isotopic compositions from CASMO have been used in the
comparison. For the assembly average samples in set 4, the assembly average bumup and power
density were used in the calculations, and the assembly average values were extracted from the
CASMO output.
The soluble boron concentration is specified as cycle average in the calculations, even in the few
cases where soluble boron concentration is listed in the references as a function of time or
bum up.

4.A. l .3Evaluation
Two different approaches in analyzing the isotopic benchmarks, and applying a bias are used,
one for major actinides and one for fission products and minor actinides. For the major actinides
(U and Pu), an approach is used that establishes a conservative reactivity bias for the entire set of
these isotopes. For fission products and minor actinides, a conservative correction factor is
developed individually for each isotope that is considered in the analysis. Np-237, Am-241 and
Am-243 are considered minor actinides for the purpose of this evaluation. The details of each
approach and the resulting bias values are discussed below.
Major Actinides:
. actm1
. .d es are th e uranium
.
.
234u , 23su , 236u , 23su , an d
Th e ·isotopes cons1·d ere d as maJor
isotopes
238
242
the plutonium isotopes Pu through Pu. Earlier evaluations of the isotopic benchmarks (V.S]
have used an approach where a bounding correction factor is determined separately for each of
these isotopes, similar to how the fission products and minor actinides are treated (see the
discussion later in this subsection). This approach neglects the existing correlations between the
amounts of various isotopes, and is therefore extremely conservative. Recent studies [C.M] use
an approach that takes into account these correlations. The evaluation presented here principally
follows the approach taken in (C.M] , and the details and results are presented in this subsection.
In order to assess the combined effect of the isotopes, entire sets of major actinides are used in
criticality calculations, separately for each experiment. Therefore, for each of the 90 isotopic
benchmark experiments, two criticality calculations are performed for each assembly type. One
calculation uses the set of the measured isotopic composition, while the other uses the set of
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isotopic compositions calculated by CASMO. The difference in reactivity between these two
calculations represents the combined effect of all considered actinides. Apart from the isotopic
composition, the criticality model is identical between the two calculations. Two representative
criticality models are used for all these calculations. One model consists of a MPC-32 in the HISTAR with the assembly class 15x15F, and one consists of the STC with a W 15x15 assembly.
Results for the STC are shown in Figure 4.A.1 and Figure 4.A.2, whereas 4.A.1 shows the
reactivity differences as a function of bumup, and 4.A.2 as a function of enrichment. Both
Figures also show the resulting bias and bias uncertainty. The bias uncertainty is determined
using a statistical approach that accounts for the parameter range that is available, and assigns a
larger uncertainty value for parameters outside of the range covered by the experiments.
Fission Products and Minor Actinides
Isotopic measurements are available for a significant number of fission products, although the
number of data points (measurements) varies greatly between isotopes, and for some isotopes
only a few data points are available. There are also a few actinides that are only supported by a
limited number of measurements, namely Np-237, Am-241 and Am-243. The limited number of
measurements for these isotopes makes it difficult to account for any uncertainty in these
isotopes using the methodology applied to uranium and plutonium (see the previous subsection).
Therefore, these isotopes are conservatively treated in the same way as the fission products, and
are termed minor actinides for the purpose of the burn up credit calculations.
The selection of isotope$ that are credited in the design basis calculations are based on principle
that only isotopes that are directly supported by measurements are credited.
The principal approach is to first calculate the ratio between the measured and calculated amount
for each isotope and each sample. This ratio is Jess than one if the calculated value overestimates
the measurement. The ratio therefore directly reflects the multiplication factor necessary to bring
the calculated value up or down to the measured value. Then, separately for each isotope, a
statistical evaluation of all ratios is performed to determine trends and establish a lower bound
correction factor, if necessary as a function of bumup or enrichment. This factor is then applied
to the isotope concentration calculated in CASMO before it is used in the MCNP calculation.
Details of the statistical treatment of the ratios are discussed further below.
For Am-241, the calculated and measured amounts need to modified before the ratio can be
calculated. This is due to the fact that Am-241 is predominantly created from the decay of Pu241 after fuel discharge (14.4 years half-life), and only a small amount is already present at fuel
discharge. For some of the experiments, the Am-241 is specified for the time of discharge, or at
shorter cooling times. Since the design basis calculations are performed at 5 years cooling time, a
correction factor based on the measured results at discharge would not be appropriate, since the
amount at discharge represents only a small fraction of the Am-241 present at 5 years cooling
time. Therefore, all measured and calculated Am-241 amounts are corrected for 5 years cooling
time, based on the measured/calculated amount of Pu-241 in the sample.
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As for the bias and bias uncertainty for the actinides, the correction factor is determined using a
statistical approach that assigns a larger uncertainty near or beyond the parameter range covered
in the experiments. As an example, Figure 4.A.3 shows the results for Technetium-99.

4.A.2 Criticality Benchmarks
4.A.2.l

Introduction

This Section discusses the criticality experiment benchmark validation calculations for MCNP4a
and establishes the criticality code bias and bias uncertainty. For that purpose, results from the
codes are compared to the critical experiments referred to as the Haut Taux de Combustion
(HTC) experiments [4.A.2.8,9,10,11] and to the selected critical experiments from [4.A.2.14-24] ,
with geometric and material characteristics similar to that of spent fuel storage and transport
casks. The simulated fuel rods used in these experiments contained uranium or mixture of
uranium and plutonium oxides. In the HTC experiments the plutonium-to-uranium ratio and the
isotopic compositions of both the uranium and plutonium were designed to be similar to what
would be found in a typical pressurized-water reactor (PWR) fuel assembly that initially had an
enrichment of 4.5 wt% 235 U and was burned to 37,500 MWd/MTU.
.
The purpose of the calculation is to determine the code bias and bias uncertainty consistent with
standards such as ANSUANS-8.1 [4.A.2.1] and ANSUANS-8.17[ 4.A.2.2]. Criticality safety
standards ANSUANS-8.1 and ANSI/ANS-8.17 apply to criticality methods validation and to
criticality evaluations, respectively. ANSI/ANS-8.1 requires that a validation be performed on
the method used to calculate criticality safety margins and that the validation must be
documented in a written report describing the method, computer program and cross section
libraries used, the experimental data, the areas of applicability and the bias and margins of safety.
ANSUANS-8.17 prescribes the criteria to establish sub-criticality safety margins.
4.A.2.2

Methodology

Validation of MCNP4a and continuous energy data library to perform criticality safety
calculation has been performed following reference [4.A.2.5] methodology. The validation
allows the understanding of the accuracy of the calculational methodology to predict
subcriticality. Validation includes identification of the difference between calculated and
experimental neutron effective multiplication factor (keff), called the bias. A set of appropriate
critical experiments are selected so bias trends can be drawn through statistical analyses. The
range of the benchmark parameters used to validate the calculational methodology primarily
defines the area of applicability (AOA), which establishes the limits of the systems that can be
analyzed using the validated criticality safety methodology.
4.A.2.2.1

Determination of Bias and Bias Uncertainty

Following reference [4.A.2.5] guide, the statistical analysis to determine the mean multiplication
factor ( keff ) and the bias uncertainty (Sp) approach involves determining the weighted mean that
incorporates the uncertainty from both measurements and calculation method as follows:
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(4.A .2.2-1)
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calculated uncertainty. Then, the weighted mean multiplication factor k.ff and the bias
uncertainty (Sp) are given by:

(4.A.2.2-2)

(4.A.2.2-3)
where l is the variance about the mean and

a is the average total uncertainty, given by:
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where n is the number of critical experiments used in the validation and
multiplication factor.

k eff-i

is the ith value of the

Bias is determined by the relation:

Bias= keff -1

if keff is less than 1, otherwise Bias= 0

(4.A .2.2-6)

Because a positive bias may be nonconservative, a bias is set to zero if the calculated average
is greater than one.
4.A.2.2.2

Statistical Methods

4.A.2.2.2.1

Single Sided Tolerance Limit Method
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If the benchmark calculated neutron multiplication factor does not exhibit trends with the
parameters, the lower tolerance limit or single sided tolerance limit method can be used. A
weighted lower limit tolerance (KL) is a single lower limit above which a defined fraction of the
population of keff is expected to lie, with a prescribed confidence and within the area of the
applicability. The term "weighted" refers to a specific statistical technique where the
uncertainties in the data are used to weight the data point. Data with high uncertainties will have
less "weight" than data with small uncertainties.

A lower tolerance limit can be used when there are no trends apparent in the critical experiment
results and the critical experiment results have a normal distribution. The method is applicable
only within the limits of the validation data without extrapolating the AOA. The single sided
lower tolerance limit is defined by the equation:
(4.A. 2.2- 7)
(4.A. 2.2-8)

where Sp is the square root of the pooled variance used as the mean bias uncertainty when
applying the single sided tolerance limit for a normally distributed data and U is the single sided
lower tolerance factor.
4.A.2.2.2.2

Confidence Band with Administrative Margin Method

If the benchmarks calculated neutron multiplication factor exhibit a trend with a given parameter,
the method based on a confidence band with administrative margin can be used. This method
applies a statistical calculation of the bias and its uncertainty plus an administrative margin to a
linear fit of the critical experiment benchmark data.

The confidence band Wis defined for a confidence level of (1-y) using the relationship:
W = max {w(Xmin),w(Xmax)}

(4.A. 2.2-9)

where

w(x ) = t 1_r x SP

l+_!_+

n

(x-~)2

L(x - ~)2

(4.A. 2.2-10)

and

n is the number of critical experiments used in establishing kca1(x) ,
t 1.y is the Student-t distribution statistic for

1-y and n-2 degrees of freedom,

g is the mean value of the parameter x in the set of calculations,
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Xm;n, Xmax

are the minimum and maximum values of the independent parameter x,

Sp is the pooled standard deviation for the set of criticality calculations given by:

(4.A. 2.2-11)

where S2k(x) is the variance of the regression fit and is given by:

(4.A .2.2-12)

k is the mean value of the calculated keff and sw2 is the within-variance of the data:
(4.A.2.2-13)

where

<J;

= ~a-;atc-i + u ;xp is the uncertainty for the i1h keJJ., Uexp is the measurement uncertainty

and Ucatc-i is the calculated uncertainty.
4.A.2.2.3

Area of Applicability

The area(s) of applicability refers to the key physical parameter(s) that define a particular fissile
configuration. This configuration can either be an actual system or a process. The determination
of the AOA of the validation is determined following NUREG/CR-6698 steps [4.A.2.5]. The
approach used in developing the AOA consists of the following steps:
t.

u.
Ill.

iv.
v.

Identification of the key parameters associated with the system to be evaluated.
Establishment a "screening" AOA for critical experiments.
Identification of criticality experiments that are within the "screening" AOA.
Determination of the detailed AOA based on the selected criticality benchmark
experiments.
Demonstration that the system to be evaluated in within the AOA provided by the critical
experiments.

Steps i. and ii. are presented in subsections 4.A.2.2.3.l and 4.A.2.2.3.2, respectively. Step iii. is
presented in section 4.A.2.5 Steps iv. and v. are presented in section 4.A.2.7 .
4.A.2.2.3.l

Key Parameters Identification

This validation will cover a number of designs but all the designs will consider the same key
parameters in defining the applicability area. These parameters fall into three categories:
materials, geometry and neutron energy spectra.
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Regarding material, the fuel is a uranium or mixture of uranium and plutonium oxides pellets
clad in a zirconium alloy. The moderator and reflector is water which in some cases has
dissolved boron or gadolinium solutions. This validation will not take credit for any absorbing
rods. Absorber plates made of borated steel, Boral®, or cadmium will be included in this
validation. Some experiments were performed with steel or lead reflector screens.
Regarding geometry, the fuel in the HTC experiments is in square lattices with pin diameter 9.5 mm and a variation in the fuel rod pitch. The geometry parameters of other selected critical
experiments are varied in a wide range and they can be found in the [4.A.2.14-24]. The fuel
assemblies may be separated by water or water and an absorber plate. The system will be water
reflected.
Regarding the neutron energy spectra, it is thermal.
Table 4.A.2.2-1 presents the key physical parameters for AOA selected.
4.A.2.2.3.2

Screening Area of Applicability

For the key"parameters selected in section 4.A.2.2.3.1 , Table 4.A.2.2-1 summarizes the range of
parameters for which the validation applies. These data are the base for the selection ·of the
critical experiments, which span the range of parameters.
4.A.2.3

Acceptance Criteria

There are no specific acceptance criteria applicable to this section.
4.A.2.4

Assumptions

No substantial simplifying assumptions were made in the modeling of the critical experiments
used for benchmarking: all experiments were modeled as full three-dimensional geometries, fuel
rod arrays were modeled as lattices, all fuel rod details were modeled, and the water between the
rods was modeled as specified in the experiment description. However, structures further away
from the experiment, such as building walls and foundations, were not included in the models.
4.A.2.5

Input Data

4.A.2 .5.1

Physical Description of HTC Critical Experiments

In the 1980s, a series of critical experiments referred to as the Haut Taux de Combustion (HTC)
experiments was conducted by the Institut de Radioprotection et de Surete Nucleaire (IRSN) at
the experimental criticality facility in Valduc, France, between 1988 and 1990. The fuel rods
were fabricated specifically for this set of experiments. The fuel consisted of 1-cm-long pellets
contained within Zircaloy-4 cladding. The plutonium-to-uranium ratio and the isotopic
compositions of both the uranium and plutonium used in the simulated fuel rods were designed
to be similar to what would be found in a typical pressurized-water reactor fuel assembly that
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initially had an enrichment of 4.5 wt% 235U and was burned to 37,500 MWd/MTU. The fuel
material also includes 241 Am, which is present due to the decay of 24 1Pu. The fuel rods were held
in place by an upper and a lower grid and were contained in one or four assemblies placed into a
rectangular tank. The critical approach was accomplished by varying the water or solution level
in the tank containing the fuel pin arrays. The critical condition was extrapolated from a
subcritical configuration with a multiplication factor within 0.1%of1 .000.
This section provides a summary description of the materials and physical layouts of the 156
critical configurations. Detailed descriptions of the critical experiments are presented in
references [4.A.2.8] through [4.A.2.11]. The critical experiments were selected based on
materials, geometry and neutron energy as it is stated in section 4.A.2.2.3. The HTC experiments
include configurations designed to simulate fuel handling activities, pool storage, and transport
in casks constructed of thick lead or steel and were categorized into four phases.
4.A.2.5.1.1

Phase 1: Water-Moderated and Reflected Arrays

The first phase included 18 configurations, each involving a single square-pitched array of rods
with rod pitch varying from 1.3 to 2.3 cm.
The tank was incrementally filled with water at room temperature, water being injected at the
bottom of the tank. A measurement needle provided water height. Therefore, the water was used
as core moderator and as reflector beneath the fuel and around the array on four sides. The
critical approach parameter was the water level.
Eighteen experiments have been performed with various arrays and all are considered acceptable
for use as benchmark experiments:
• 5 square or almost square array - square pitch 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.9, 2.3 cm - 15 experiments,
• 1 rectangular centered array - square pitch 1. 7 cm - 2 experiments,
• 1 rectangular no-centered array - square pitch 1. 7 cm - 1 experiment.
4.A.2.5.1.2

Phase 2: Reflected Simple Arrays Moderated by Poisoned Water with Gadolinium
or Boron

The second phase included 41 configurations that were similar to the first phase except that the
water used as moderator and reflector included either boron or gadolinium in solution at various
concentrations.
The tank was incrementally filled with poisoned solution at room temperature, this solution
being pumped in the bottom of the tank. A measurement needle provided solution height. The
critical approach parameter was the water level.
Forty one experiments are evaluated and all are considered acceptable for use as benchmark
experiments. Twenty of them are performed with gadolinium solutions, and the others with
boron solutions.
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4.A.2.5.1.3

Phase 3: Pool Storage

The third phase simulated fuel assembly storage rack conditions and included 26 configurations
with 1.6 cm square rods pitch arranged into four assemblies in a 2 x 2 array. These assemblies
with, in some cases, canisters, were placed on a pedestal centered inside a parallelepiped tank
which was itself located on the floor in the middle (approximately) of a large room . The spacing
between assemblies was varied, and some of the assemblies had B-SS, Boral®, or cadmium
plates attached to the sides of the four assemblies.
The tank was incrementally filled with water at room temperature, water being pumped in at the
bottom of the tank. A measurement needle provided water height. Therefore, the water was used
as core moderator and as reflector beneath the fuel and around the array on four sides. The
critical approach parameter was the water level.
Twenty six experiments are evaluated and all are considered acceptable for use as benchmark
experiments. Eleven of them were performed with neutron absorbing canisters around the four
arrays, and the others without any.
4.A.2.5.1.4

Phase 4: Shipping Cask

The fourth phase simulated cask conditions and included 71 configurations similar to the Phase 3
configurations except thick steel or lead shields were placed around the outside of the 2 x 2 array
of fuel assemblies. These assemblies with, in some cases, canisters, were placed on a pedestal
centered inside a parallelepiped tank which was itself located on the floor in the middle
(approximately) of a large room. Space between assemblies and between assemblies and screen
varied from one case to another.
The tank was incrementally filled with water at room temperature, water being pumped in at the
bottom of the tank. A measurement needle provided water height. Therefore, the water was used
as core moderator and as reflector beneath the fuel and around the array on four sides behind the
reflector screens. The critical approach parameter was the water level.
Seventy one experiments are evaluated and all are considered acceptable for use as benchmark
experiments. Thirty eight experiments were performed with lead reflector screens and thirty
three with steel reflector screens. Twenty six among the former and twenty one among the latter
used absorbing canisters around the four arrays, and the others without any.
4.A.2.5.2

Physical Description of the Selected Benchmark Critical Experiments

The benchmark experiments are selected to cover a wide range of code applications for fresh and
spent fuel storage analysis. The total of 87 calculations are performed for fresh and selected
actinides for spent fuel. For the fresh fuel assumption, the code is compared to the critical
experiments of un-irradiated U0 2 systems with geometric and material characteristics similar to
that of fuel storage systems. For the spent fuel assumption with bumup credit, additional
comparisons are made to un-irradiated mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel of similar characteristics to
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spent fuel. The U0 2 experiments address 234U, 235 U and 238 U. The MOX critical experiments
address 238Pu, 239Pti, 240Pu, 241 Pu, 242 Pu and 24 1Am. Detailed descriptions of the critical
experiments are presented in references [4.A.2.14] through [4.A.2.24].
4.A.2.6

Computer Codes

Benchmark calculations have been made on selected critical experiments, chosen, in so far as
possible, to bound the range of variables in the cask designs. MCNP4a [4.A.2.3] is a continuous
energy Monte Carlo codes and treats an arbitrary three-dimensional configuration of materials in
geometric cells bounded by first- and second-degree surfaces and fourth-degree elliptical tori.
Thermal neutrons are described by both the free gas and S(a,B) models.
MCNP4a analyses reported here used the default data libraries provided with the code: the
default continuous energy neutron transport data predominantly based on ENDF/B-V and
ENDF/B-VI.
4.A.2.7

Analysis and Results

This section presents the analysis of the validation results for MCNP4a code. This includes the
results of the calculations, normality test, the detailed statistical trending analysis, calculation
bias and bias uncertainty for each distinct area of applicability of the parameters of interest.
4.A.2.7.l

MCNP Parameter Data

All calculations were performed using the computer system, code and library described in
section 4.A.2.6. The criticality source card was set to accumulate a total of 1.8 million neutron
histories for every individual run. The neutrons start from an arbitrary distribution, causing a
generally very large variance of results from the first histories in comparison with the following
histories. Therefore, the results from the first 50 histories were skipped when calculating the
average keJJ· The calculated keffvalues have associated uncertainties due to the statistical nature of
the Monte Carlo codes.
4.A.2.7.2

Calculational Results

The calculation results for the 156 HTC critical experiments and for the 87 selected critical
experiments described in section 4.A.2.5 are presented and discussed in this section. The
calculation results are summarized by grouping the experiments in terms of the categories as set
forth in section 4.A.2.5 .
4.A.2.7.3

Normality Test

In order to assess the normality assumption, Shapiro and Wilk [4.A.2.5] test has been used for
groups with fewer than 50 samples while the Pearson' s chi-square (/) test [4.A.2.7] has been
used for samples larger than 20 samples. The tests are applied to the group of experiments in
terms of the categories as set forth in section 4.A.2.5.
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For the Shapiro and Wilk test, the W value is obtained for the number of experiments from
[4.A.2.5] to accept the normality hypothesis. If W is less than the test statistic, Wtest, then the
data is considered normally distributed. For the x2 test, it is concluded normal for x2 ~ n, where n
is a number of bins for the group of experiments. The probability Pd (i 2 ~ zg) of obtaining a
value of

z ~ x; in an experiment with d degrees of freedom to confirm quantitatively that the
2

agreement is satisfactory was taken from Appendix D [4.A.2.7]. Thus, if Pd(i 2 ~%;)is large,
the obtained and expected distributions are consistent; if it is small, they probably disagree. In
particular, if pd (i 2 ~ x; ) is less than 5%, we say that the disagreement is significant and reject
the assumed distributions at the 5% level. If it is less than 1%, the disagreement is called highl y
significant, and we reject the assumed distributions at the l % level.
The analyses show that all cases test normal. The group with all 243 experiments shows an
agreement with the assumed normal distribution with the probability Pd= 36.5%.
4.A.2.7.4

Trending Analysis

Trends are determined through the use of regression fits to the calculated results. The equations
used to identify trends are given below:
Y(x) = a + bx

(4.A. 2.6-1)
(4.A.2.6-2)
(4. A. 2.6-3)

(4.A.2.6-4)

The squared term of the linear correlation factor r defined below is used to quantitatively
measure the degree to which a linear relationship exist between the calculated keff and a given
parameter.

(4.A.2.6-5)

The closer r 2 approaches the value of 1, the better the fit of the data to the linear equation. A
more quantitative measure of the fit can be found by using Appendix C [4.A.2.7] . For any given
observed value ro, PN ~rl ~hi) is the probability that N measurements of two uncorrelated
variables would give a coefficient r as large as r0 . Thus, if we obtain a coefficient r0 for which
PN ~rl ~hi) is small, it is correspondingly unlikely that our variables are uncorrelated; that is, a
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correlation indicated. In particular, if PN ~r\ ~ \ro\)~ 5% , the correlation is called significant; if it
is less than 1%, the correlation is called highly significant.
The validation results are analyzed by grouping the experiments in terms of the categories as set
forth in section 4.A.2.5. None of the linear regressions have r2 values close enough to 1 to
suggest that a real trend exists.

In support of the Configuration 2 with the large water gap in the center of the basket, an
additional trending analysis was performed to identify any trends with respect to gap sizes
between fuel assemblies. A subset with a total of 109 experiments were selected to evaluate the
impact of water gap between the assemblies. The maximum considered water gap thickness is
18.6 cm (-7 inches) and the average thickness over all 109 experiments is 5.42 cm (- 2 inches).
The statistical analyses show that considered experiments are normally distributed with the
probability Pd = 52% and there is no correlation between the water gap thickness and the k-calc.
While the gap at the center of the basket is larger than the maximum gap in the benchmark
calculations, the absence of any trend indicates that the bias and bias uncertainty can be
considered applicable to the geometry, in case the gap is a dominant characteristic of this
geometry.
4.A.2.7.5

Bias and Bias Uncertainty

In this section, benchmark results are analyzed using the statistical method described in section
4.A.2.2.2.
The first step is to evaluate whether the four HTC phases and selected experiments, should be
reduced to a single set. The mean keffOf the Phase 1 data set is 0.99953 +/- 0.00248, the mean keff
of the Phase 2 data set is 0.99822 +/- 0.00451, the mean keff of the Phase 3 data set is 0.99684 +/0.00417, the mean lee.ff of the Phase 4 data set is 0.99789 +/- 0.00330 and the mean keff of the
selected experiments data is 0.99963 +/- 0.00488. The maximum difference between the means
is just 0.00280 which is less than the uncertainty. These sets are water moderated uranium or
mixed plutonium-uranium dioxide lattices. The addition of a separator plates or reflector plates is
not introducing a significant increase in the ability to calculate kef} The Phase 1 through Phase 4
sets and the selected experiments are considered one large set of 243 experiments from now on.
The analysis of the correlation coefficient show that there is not a clear trend in the data. Since
data trend was analyzed for wide range of parameters and data trend is not apparent, the single
sided tolerance limit method is adopted.
The total bias (systematic error or mean of the deviation from a keff of exactly 1.000) of the
MCNP4a code is shown in the table below
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•

Calculational Bias of the MCNP4a code
Description
Total Bias
HTC and Selected Experiments
4.A.2.9

-0.0013

Bias Uncertainty
0.0086

Summary

A set of 243 critical experiments has been selected and has been used for the validation of the
Holtec International criticality safety methodology. The similarity between the chosen
experiments and the actual systems has been based on a set of screening criteria as is stated in the
NUREG/CR-6698 [4.A.2.5). Experiments have been categorized by common features as Phase 1
through Phase 4 and selected experiments and parameterized by key variables such as lattice
pitch I assembly pitch, absorber solution concentration, number of fuel rods, fuel density, screen
array distance, fuel enrichment and EALF. Benchmark calculations have been performed using
the Monte Carlo code MCNP4a. It was determined that Phase 1 through Phase 4 and selected
experiments are in sufficient agreement that this sets are ' lumped together as a single set of 243
experiments. The bias and bias uncertainty are presented in section 4.A.2.7.5.
The range of key parameters for the design application, benchmarks and validated AOA are
summarized in Table 4.A.2.9-1. A point by point comparison between design application and
benchmarks shows that the experimental ran~e covers all the parameters. The soluble boron
concentration is extrapolated generously since 0B is a 1/v absorber (as permitted on Table 2.3 of
[4.A.2.5)).
As for the fuel density, Table 2.3 of Reference [4.A.2.5) states there is "no requirement" and that
"experiments should be as close to the desired concentration as possible". Since the experiment
fuel density is 9.2 - 10.4 g/cm3 and the design application one is around 10.0 - 10:7 g/cm 3, it is
considered that the values are very close so the validated AOA covers the design application
range.
The fuel enrichment can be up to 5%. The experiments used go up to 5.74 wt%
it is considered that the validated AOA covers the design application range.
4.A.2.10

235

U. Therefore,
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Table 4.A.2.2-1 Key Criticality System Parameters and Range of those Parameters in Expected
D.
es1gns
Parameter

Critical Experiment Requirement

Range of Key Parameters

23s u, 239Pu, 241Pu

23su, 239Pu, 241Pu

UIU1

< 5.0wt%

1.57wt% to 5.74wt%

Pu/(U+Pu)

< 20wt%

1.104wt% to 20wt%

U02 MOX

U02 MOX

H

H

H20

H20

Normal pressure & temperature
condition

around 1.0 g/cm3

H

H

H20

H20

Normal pressure & temperature
condition

around 1.0 g/cm3

Steel or Lead

Steel or Lead

None, Boron or Gadolinium

None, Boron (0 to 1.0 g/l) or
Gado linium (0 to 1.0 g/l)

Rods

None

None

Plate

Water, B-SS, Bora! or Cadmium

Water, B-SS, Bora! or
Cadmium

Fuel

Square lattice of fuel pins

Square lattice of fuel pins

Thermal spectrum

Thermal spectrum

Fissionable Material
Isotopic Composition
235

Physical Form
Moderator Material
(coolant)
Physical Form
Density
Reflector Material
Physical Form
Density
Interstitial Reflector
Material
Plate
Absorber Material
Soluble

Separating Material

Geometry
Neutron Energy
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Table 4.A.2.9-1 Comparison of Key Parameters and Definition of Validated AOA
Design
Benchmarks
Validated
Parameter
Application
23su, 239Pu, 241Pu
235U, 239Pu, 241Pu
23sU, 239Pu, 241Pu
Fissionable Material
Isotopic Composition
235

U/Ut

< 5.0wt%

1.57-5.74%

<5wt%

Pu/(U+Pu)

< 20wt%

1.104 - 20 %

<20wt%

Physical Form

U02 MOX

U02 MOX

U02 MOX

Fuel Density (g/cm3)

10.0- 10.7

9.2-10.4

9.2 - 10.7

H

H

H

Physical Form

H20

H20

H20

Density (g/cm3)

around 1.0 g/cm3

around 1.0 g/cm3

around 1.0 g/cm3

H

H

H

Physical Form

H20

H20

H20

Density (g/cm3)

around 1.0 g/cm3

around 1.0 g/cm3

around 1.0 g/cm3

Steel or Lead

Steel or Lead

Steel or Lead

None, Boron
(0.089 to 0.595 g/l) or
Gadolinium (0.0492
to 0.1997 g/l)
None

None, Boron
(0 to 1.0 g/l) or
Gadolinium
(0 to 1.0 g/l)
None

Water, B-SS, Boral or
Cadmium

Water, B-SS, Boral
or Cadmium

Square, Triangle

Square, Triangle

0.968 to 4.318

0.968 to 4.318

Thermal spectrum,
EALF 0.07 to 1.5

Thermal spectrum,
EALF 0.07 to 1.5

Moderator Material (coolant)

Reflector Material

Interstitial Reflector Material
Plate
Absorber Material
Soluble

None, Boron or
Gadolinium

Rods

None

Plate

Water, B-SS,
Boral or
Cadmium

Separating Material

Geometry
Lattice type
Lattice Pitch (cm)

Neutron Energy

Square
1.26 - 1.47
(PWR)
1.24- 1.88
(BWR)
Thermal
spectrum,
EALF 0.25 to
0.55
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4.A.3 Commercial Reactor Critical Benchmarks
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4.A.4 Combined Reactivity Bias and Bias Uncertainty
Table 4.A.2 presents an overview of the various components of the bias and bias uncertainty that
are applied in the calculations. Combination of these components are governed by the following
principles:
•
•

Bias values need to be combined additively. Note that bias values that would effectively
reduce the calculated reactivity (i.e. increase the margin) are set to zero.
Bias uncertainties may be combined additively or statistically (i.e. square root of sum of
squares), depending on whether the values are dependent or independent.

Bias and bias uncertainty for the minor actinide and fission product isotope amounts are not
specified as reactivity values, but are applied directly to these amounts. By virtue of this
approach, this bias and bias uncertainty is combined additiv_ely with all other bias and bias
uncertainty values.
The biases of the remaining three components are such that they would effectively reduce the
calculated reactivity, and are therefore conservatively set to zero, except for the major actinide
amount bias.
The combination of the uncertainties depend on whether the uncertainties are independent or not.
It is important to point out again that in this context independence means the independence of the
uncertainties. The uncertainties ·of the three components (major actinide amounts, major actinide
reactivity effects, and minor actinides and fission product reactivity effects) come from different
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and independent experiments, namely the isotopic benchmarks, fresh fuel criticals and reactor
criticals. It is therefore reasonable to treat the uncertainties as independent and combine them
statistically, and this approach is taken here. Since one of the uncertainties is a function of
burnup and enrichment, the combined uncertainty also depends on burnup and enrichment and is
not a fixed value. Examples of the total bias and uncertainty for various burnups are shown in
Table 4.7.1. For every design basis calculations, the total bias and uncertainty is calculated based
on the specific burnup and enrichment in the calculations. See also the discussion regarding the
overall effect of uncertainties in Section 4.7.9.
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Table 4.A.1

BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS USED FOR THE ISOTOPIC BENCHMARKS

Set
Number

Plant Name

Number
of
Samples

Number of
Assemblies

Minimum
Enrichment
(wt°/o mu)

Maximum
Enrichment
(wt°/o 235U)

Minimum
Bum up

Maximum
Bum up

(GWd/MtU)

(GWd/MtU)

I

Calvert Cliffs
Unit I

9

3

2.45

3.04

18.68

46.46

2

HB Robinson
Unit2

4

I

2.56

2.56

16.02

31.66

3

Mihama 3

9

3

3.203

3.21

6.92

34.32

4

Obrigheim

6

5

3.13

3.13

25.93

29.52

5

TrinoVercellese

14

3

3.13

3.897

11.53

24.55

6

Turkey Point
Unit 3

5

2

2.556

2.556

30.51

31.56

7

Yankee Rowe

8

I

3.4

3.4

15.95

35.97

8

Takahama3

16

2

2.63

4.11

7.79

47.25

9

TM! I

19

2

4

4.65

22.8

54.5

All

-

90

22

2.45

4.65

6.92

54.5
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Table 4.A.2
SOURCES OF REACTIVITY BIASES AND BIAS UNCERTAINTIES FOR BURNUP
CREDIT
Isotopes

Major Actinides

Minor Actinides and Fission
Products

Validation

Composition

Reactivity

Composition

Reactivity

Benchmark

Isotopic
Benchmarks
(Assays of Spent
Fuel)

Fresh U02,HTC
and MOX
Critical
Experiments

Isotopic
Benchmarks
(Assays of Spent
Fuel)

Commercial
Reactor Criticals
(CRCs)

Bias and Bias
Uncertainty
applied as

Combined
Reactivity Effect

Combined
Reactivity Effect

Individual
Correction
Factors for each
Isotope

Combined
Reactivity Effect
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